
When Austronesian-type voice meets Indo-European-type voice:
Insights from Puyuma∗

Puyuma, an Austronesian language indigenous to Taiwan, demonstrates the compatibility of two di-
stinct types of voice alternation within the same clause – a Philippine-type four-way voice alternation,
which features a fluid argument-marking pattern and extraction asymmetry, and an Indo-European-
type two-way voice alternation, which features the presence or absence of the external argument. I
demonstrate the co-occurrence of these two ‘voice’ systems is not as surprising as it appears as first
glance, as only the latter instantiates a genuine case of voice alternation hosted within VoiceP; the for-
mer is located external to the core verbal domain, and is best analyzed as topic agreement encoded
in the left periphery, hence its compatibility with Indo-European-type voice. The interaction of these
two types of ‘voice’ systems offers novel evidence for Voice as an external argument-introducing head
located above v, and its presence in detransitive constructions without an external argument (e.g.
Alexiadou et al. 2006; Legate 2014). It also indicates that Philippine-type voice does not form a ho-
mogeneous group with valency-indicatingmorphology, lending new support to previous Ā agreement
approaches to Philippine-type voice (Chung 1994; Pearson 2005; Chen 2017) and argues against an
alternative ergative analysis, which places Philippine-type voice within VoiceP (Payne 1982; Mithun
1994; Aldridge 2004).
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1 Introduction

Puyuma, an Austronesian language spoken in southeastern Taiwan with fewer than 1,000 speakers,
allows two superficially similar morphosyntactic phenomena to co-occur in the same clause. On one
hand, it displays a four-way voice system known as Philippine-type voice (1a-d), whereby the unique,
syntactically privileged constituent of a clause is indicated both by four-way affixal morphology on
the verb and via a specific marker (na in (1)). To remain theory-neutral, I label this marker as pivot
throughout this paper.12

(1) Philippine-type voice alternation in Puyuma
a. S⟨em⟩elap

sweep⟨av⟩
na
df.pivot

walak
child

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran
road

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Actor Voice)

b. Tu=selap-aw
3.nom=sweep-pv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.pivot

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran
road

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Patient Voice)

c. Tu=selap-ay
3.nom=sweep-lv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.pivot

dalran
road

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Locative Voice)

d. Tu=selap-anay
3.nom=sweep-cv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.pivot

saselap
broom

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran.
road

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the raod with the broom.’ (Circumstantial Voice)

On the other, Puyuma features a two-way voice alternation that intertwines with Philippine-type
voice. As seen in (2), when a two-place active verb is marked in Philippine-type Actor Voice (AV), both

∗This project was supported in part by a Chiang-Ching Kuo Foundation Research Grant (#RG021-A-16). I am grateful to the
Puyuma community, especially Atrung Kagi, for sharing their language. Thanks also to the audience at AFLA27 andWCCFL38,
as well as members of the Restructuring Workshop at Western University for helpful comments and feedback.

1List of abbreviations: cau: causative; df: definite; id: indefinite; imp: imperfective; irr: irrealis; loc: locative; lk: linker; obl:
oblique; piv: pivot; pn: personal name; poss: possessive; prf: perfective; stat: stative.

2Existing analyses of Puyuma diverged on the analysis of the pivot marker. Some analyze it absolutive/nominative case (e.g. Teng
2008; Aldridge 2016), while other claim it to be a topic marker independent of case (e.g. Chen 2017). To avoid the controversy
I adopt an analysis-neutral label for this marker.
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the initiator and the undergoer of the event are obligatorily present (2a). When the verbal complex
bears an additional affix u- following AV morphology m- (2b), the initiator is obligatorily absent; the
undergoer bears subject-marking (pivot).

(2) Indo-European-type voice alternation in Puyuma

a. M-ekan
av-eat

na
df.pivot

walak
child

kana
df.acc

patraka.
meat

‘The child ate the meat.’ (Philippine-type Actor Voice + active voice)

b. M-u-ekan
av-u-eat

la
prf

na
df.pivot

patraka.
meat

‘The meat was eaten up.’ (Philippine-type Actor Voice + detransitive voice)

At first glimpse, the alternation in (2) is reminiscent of Indo-European-style active-passive al-
ternation. If so, its co-occurrence with Philippine-type voice is unexpected under the traditional view
in the Austronesian literature that Philippine-type voice constitutes a set of valency-indicating mor-
phology featuring a similar and more elaborate version of Indo-European-type voice (e.g. Blake 1925;
Wolff 1973; Payne 1982; Mithun 1994; Ross 2002; Aldridge 2004 et seq.; inter alia.). The co-occurrence
of the two also call into question the standard view within the Minimalist Program that voice alterna-
tion is encoded in a single, specific functional projection, VoiceP (e.g. Kratzer 1994; 1996; Pÿlkkanen
2002, 2008, Harley 2009; 2013; Legate 2014). The compatibility of these two types of voice systems
in (2) thus suggests either (a) Puyuma possesses a crosslinguistically rare system with multiple layers
of Voice heads, or (b) only one of the two types of voice alternations constitutes a true case of voice
alternation hosted within VoiceP, hence the compatibility of the two.

In this paper, I demonstrate that the assumption in (b) is correct. Only the two-way alternation
in (2) is a true case of voice alternation, indexing a change in valency and argument structure. The
four-way alternation in (1) is an instance of voice alternation, and is hosted outside the verbal pro-
jection responsible for Indo-European-type voice alternation, and is best analyzed as encoded in the
left periphery. Accordingly, Philippine-type ‘voice’ has nothing to do with Voice and/or argument
structure alternation, and is hosted in a functional projection above Voice. The compatibility of two
instances of ‘voice alternations’ is therefore only an illusion.

In approaching this conclusion, I show that the valency-decreasing affix u- in the detransitive
construction (2b) is the morphological reflex of Voice, which is distinct from, and higher than, v, the
functional head responsible for encoding event types. Puyuma thus demonstrates the presence of
the external argument-introducing head in constructions that lack an external argument, in line with
previous claims (e.g., Pÿllkanen 1999; Alexiadou 2006 et al.; Harley 2009, 2013; Legate 2014).

The current observation has important implications both for the syntactic typology of voice as
well as for our understanding of Philippine-type languages. Not only does it indicate that the tradi-
tional term Philippine-type voice is better viewed as a pre-theoretical label, but it also demonstrates
that the conventional ergative approach to Puyuma and similar languages is difficult to maintain –
as that approach relies crucially on the opposite assumption that Philippine-type voice constitutes
valency-indicating morphology encoded within the core verbal projection, akin to Indo-European-type
voice. The case of Puyuma thus highlights the need of approaching conventional labels and umbrella
terms with caution, and the importance of re-examining existing analyses with data from understu-
died languages.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I examine the nature of the
two-way voice alternation illustrated in (2), demonstrating that the agentless construction (2b) is best
analyzed as a crosslinguistically rare type of detransitive construction featuring the complete elimi-
nation of the initiator role. In section 3, I turn to Philippine-type voice (1a-d) in Puyuma, presenting
specific evidence that it is located external to VoiceP and above Aspect, and is best analyzed as ho-
sted in the left periphery. Section 4 discusses the implications of the current observations. Section 5
summarizes and concludes.

Except where otherwise indicated, the data presented in this paper comes from primary fiel-
dwork on Nanwang Puyuma over a period of 2015 - 2021.
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2 Indo-European-type voice in Puyuma

Puyuma (iso 639-3 pyu) is a severely endangered language spoken in Taitung, Taiwan. It is verb-initial,
and exhibits flexible word order among nominals. Like many other Western Austronesian languages,
it is tenseless, and features a four-way “voice” system known also as Austronesian-type voice, where
the sole phrase in the clause eligible for Ā extraction is indicated both by affixal morphology on the
verb and via a special marking (pivot). Pivot-marking in the language distinguishes between common
nouns (na for definite; a for indefinite) and singular proper names (i). For general information about
the language, see Teng (2008) and Cauquelin (2015).

The case pattern in Puyuma’s simple transitives is schematized in Table 1. Asterisks in the table
indicate that a specific combination of voice and clause type is inapplicable.3

(3) Table 1: Mapping of voice-marking, clause type, and case-marking in Puyuma
Actor Voice Patient Voice Locative Voice Circumstantial Voice

unerg/tran unacc unerg/tran unacc unerg/tran unacc unerg/tran unacc
external argument pivot – nom * nom – nom –
internal argument acc pivot pivot * acc acc acc acc

locative p
1

p
1

p
1

* pivot pivot p
1

p
1

instrument/benefactor p
2

p
2

p
2

* p
2

p
2

pivot pivot

In Actor Voice (AV), pivot-marking falls on the phrase equivalent to subjects in accusative languages,
i.e. the external argument in unergatives/transitives (4a) or the internal argument in unaccusatives
(4b). In Patient Voice (PV), pivot-marking falls on the internal argument, with the external argument
realized as a proclitic attached to the verbal complex (4c). When the external argument is a third-
person common noun or proper name, it can be specified as a DP coindexed with the proclitic, as
seen also in (4c). In Locative Voice (LV) and Circumstantial Voice (CV), pivot-marking falls on the
locative or instrument/benefactive phrase, respectively (4d-e). The external argument (or theme in
unaccusatives) is realized as a proclitic, similar to that in PV clauses (4d-e).

(4) a. Tr<em>akaw
steal<av>

i
pn.pivot

Senten
Senten

kantu
pn.acc.poss

bunga.
yam

‘Senten stole my yams.’ (Actor Voice)

b. T<em>abaw
float<av>

na
df.pivot

kawi
wood

i
loc

laliyaban.
sea

‘The wood float on the sea.’ (Actor Voice)

c. Tui=trakaw-aw
3.nom=steal-pv

(kan
(pn.nom

Senten)i
Senten)

ku
1s.pivot.poss

bunga.
yam

‘She/Senten stole my yams.’ (Patient Voice)

d. Tui=trakaw-ay
3.nom=steal-lv

(kan
(pn.nom

Senten)i
Senten)

kantu
1s.acc.poss

bunga
yam

i
pn.pivot

Sawagu.
Sawagu

‘She/Senten stole my yams from Sawagu.’ (Locative Voice)

e. Tui=trakaw-anay
3.nom=steal-cv

(kan
(pn.nom

Senten)i
Senten)

kantu
1s.acc.poss

bunga
yam

i
pn.pivot

Sawagu.
Sawagu

‘She/Senten stole my yams for Sawagu.’ (Circumstantial Voice)

Before proceeding, note that Actor Voice morphology in Puyuma surfaces as a prefix m- in prevocalic
environments, as in (2a), a prefix me- in pre-liquid environments (e.g. (55)), and <em> elsewhere, as
seen in (1) and (4).

3I adopt a nominative-accusative analysis for Puyuma, following recent work that presents specific arguments for this approach
(Chen 2017). See also Pearson (2005) for a similar approach for Malagasy. The labels “pivot”, “nom”, and “acc” adopted here
correspond to abs/nom, erg/gen, and obl, respectively, in previous work that analyzes Puyuma as an ergative language.
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2.1 The u-construction basics

I begin with an examination of the u-marked agentless construction (2b). Its alternation with two-
place active constructions is seen in (5).

(5) a. M-apit=ku
av-pile.up =1s.pivot

dra
id.acc

inupidran.
garland.

‘I piled up the garlands.’ (Philippine-type AV + active)

b. M-u-apit
av-u-pile.up

na
df.pivot

inupidran.
garland.

‘The garlands are piled up.’ (Philippine-type AV + detransitive)

(5a) is an active sentence where the initiator is marked as the pivot. The verb carries Philippine-
type AV morphology m- (i.e. prevocalic allomorph of <em>), with the initiator and the undergoer
following the verbal complex in the expected order. In (5b), the verb is marked with an additional
affix u- following Philippine-type AV morphology. There, the undergoer is marked as the pivot, and
the initiator is obligatorily absent. I refer to this agentless construction as the u-construction hereafter.

In what follows, I show that the valency-decreasing affix u- indexes a crosslinguistically rare
type of detransitivized construction featured by a lack of structural accusative case and the external
argument. The detransitivizer u- is best analyzed as the spell-out of a defective Voice head, which is
distinct from and located above v.

2.1.1 Against a passive analysis for the u-construction

At first glimpse, the u-construction is reminiscent of passives. Both are characterized by the absence
of the external argument and the promotion of the logical object to subject status. However, a closer
look at the u-construction reveals that the two differ in four important regards.

The difference is first seen in the u-construction’s incompatibility with by-phrases (i.e. agent-
denoting PPs). Passives across languages are free to combine with by-phrases (6) (e.g. Zubizarerreta
1982; Roberts 1985; Jaeggli 1986; Baker et al. 1989), as seen in the English and German examples
(6a-b).

(6) a. English
The door was opened ( by Mary).

b. German

Die
the

Vase
vase

wurde
was

(von
( by

Peter)
Peter)

zerbrochen.
broken

‘The vase was broken (by Peter).’ (Alexiadou et al. 2006:184-5)

On the other hand, the u-construction cannot be modified by agent-denoting PPs regardless of the
definiteness of the intended by-phrases. Consider (7a-b).

(7) Incompatibility of the u-constructions with agent-denoting PPs

a. M-u-sabsab
av-u-wash

na
df.piv

palridring
car

(*kana
(*df.obl

traw/*dra
person/*id.obl

traw/*kan
person/*pn.obl

Isaw).
Isaw)

‘The car was washed (*by the person/*by someone/*by Isaw).’

b. M-u-deru
av-u-cook

na
df.piv

kuraw
fish

(*kandrina
(*that.obl

traw/*dra
person/*id.obl

traw).
someone)

‘The fish was cooked (*by that person/*by someone).’

Note, however, that the construction is free to combine with adjuncts that introduce a cause(r),
as seen in (8a-b).
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(8) Compatibility of the u-constructions with cause(r)-denoting PPs

a. M-u-deru
av-u-cook

na
df.pivot

patraka
meat

( dra
(id.obl

kadaw).
sun)

‘The meat (was) cooked (from sunshine).’

b. M-u-truwal
av-u-open

na
df.pivot

aleban
door

( dra
(id.obl

balri).
wine)

‘The door opened (from the wind).’

c. M-u-sabsab
av-u-wash

na
df.pivot

palridring
car

( dra
(id.obl

udal).
rain)

‘The car (was) washed (from rain).’

This characteristic also distinguishes the u-construction from passives, which are incompatible with
cause(r)-denoting PPs. Consider (9a-b).

(9) a. English
The door was opened (*from the wind).

b. German

Die
the

Vase
vase

wurde
was

(*durch
(*through

ein
an

Erdbeben)
earthquake)

zerbrochen.
broken

‘The vase was broken (*through an earthquake).’ (Alexiadou et al. 2006:184-5)

A third difference between passives and the u-construction lies in their (in)compatibility with
agent-oriented adverbs. Passives across languages can be modified by such adverbs (e.g., Jackendoff
1972; Zubizarreta 1982), according to which the construction is standardly assumed to possess a
syntactically active external argument. Consider the English and German examples (10a-b).

(10) a. English
The banana was eaten (secretly).

b. German
Die Banane wurde (heimlich) gegessen.

In contrast, the u-construction cannot be modified by agent-oriented adverbs. As seen in (11)
and (12), the adverbs secretly and deliberately in Puyuma are compatible with the active sentence (11a)
and (12a). Their corresponding u-construction (11b) and (12b), however, cannot be modified by the
same adverb.

(11) Puyuma

a. ( Tremakatrakaw)
(secretly.av)

m-ekan
av-eat

na
df.piv

ngiyaw
cat

kana
df.acc

kuraw.
fish

‘The cat ate the fish (secretly).’ (active counterpart of (11b))

b. (*Tremakatrakaw)
(secretly.av)

m-u-ekan
av-u-eat

na
df.pivot

kuraw.
fish

‘The fish was eaten (*secretly).’ (u-construction)

(12) Puyuma

a. ( Paleteng)
(deliberately.av)

d<em>isdis
<av>tear

na
df.pivot

walak
child

kantu
3.poss.acc

katrakatr.
pants

‘The child tore his pants (deliberately).’ (active counterpart of (12b))

b. (*Paleteng)
(deliberately.av)

m-u-disdis
av-u-tear

na
df.pivot

katrakatr.
pants

‘The pants tore (*deliberately).’ (u-construction)
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Finally, passives are free to combine with adjunct clauses with an implicit subject, such as pur-
pose clauses (Keyser & Reoper 1984, Baker et al. 1989), illustrated with the English examples (13a-b).

(13) a. Bureaucrats were bribed to keep them happy. (Keyser & Reoper 1984:407 (78a))

b. The buildings were burned to collect insurance. (Keyser & Reoper 1984:407 (79a))

Conversely, the u-construction cannot license such adjunct clauses. See the contrast between the active
sentence (14a) and its u-marked counterpart.

(14) a. Tr<em>ima=ku
<av>buy=1s.pivot

kana
df.acc

kuraw
fish

dra
id.obl

ba-beray-an
red-give-nmz

kan
pn.poss

Atrung.
Atrung

‘I bought this fish to give (it) to Atrung.’ (Actitve)

b. *M-u-trima
av-u-buy

na
df.pivot

kuraw
fish

dra
id.obl

ba-beray-an
red-give-nmz

kan
pn.poss

Atrung.
Atrung

‘This fish was bought to give to Atrung.’ (u-construction)

2.1.2 Against an anticausative analysis for the u-construction

A reasonable alternative would be to analyze the u-construction as an anticausative – which is incom-
patible with by-phrases yet occasionally compatible with adjuncts that introduce a cause(r). This ana-
lysis, however, also turns out untenable upon a closer look at the u-construction. Anticausativization
is associated with causative-inchoative verbs that allow the cause(r) of the event to be syntactically ab-
sent. In the resulting one-place construction, the undergoer renders the subject, and the clause often
bears spontaneous reading (e.g., Haspelmath 1993; Levin & Rappaport-Hovav 1995; Reinhart 2002;
Alexiadou et al. 2006, 2015; Koontz-Garboden 2009). Consider the alternation in (15)-(17).

(15) a. Par broke the window.

b. The window broke.

(16) a. Antonia opened the door.

b. The door opened.

(17) a. Tracy sank the ship.

b. The ship sank. (Levin & Rappaort-Hovav 1995:79)

As this operation targets two-place verbs where “the eventuality can come about spontaneously
without the volitional intervention of the agent” (Levin & Rappaoort-Hovav 1995:102; see Smith 1970
and Alexiadou et al. 2006 for a similar definition), verbs that require an animate and volitional initia-
tor (e.g. ‘kill,’ ‘assassinate,’ ‘write,’) often cannot undergo anticausativization. Consider the English
examples (18)-(21).

(18) a. The baker cut the bread.

b. *The bread cut. (Levin & Rappaport-Hovan (RH) 1995:102 (42))

(19) a. The terrorist assassinated/murdered the senator.

b. *The explosion assassiated/murdered the senator. (Levin & RH 1995:102 (43))

(20) a. Anita Brookner just wrote a new novel.

b. *A new novel wrote. (Levin & RH 1995:102 (44))

(21) a. Pat wrote a letter to the editor of the local newspaper.

b. *My anger wrote a letter to the editor of the local newspaper. (Levin & RH 1995:102 (46))
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Following this definition, the u-construction is clearly distinct from anticausatives given its com-
patibility with a wide range of agentive verbs that are crosslinguistically incompatible with anticau-
sativization. According to primary fieldwork, agentive verbs compatible with the u-construction inc-
lude ‘bury,’ ‘carve,’ ‘catch,’ ‘cheat,’ ‘cleave,’ ‘comb,’ ‘cook,’ ‘cut,’ ‘lock,’ ‘pack,’ and ‘take’, exemplified
in (22)-(23).

(22) Transitive-detransitive alternation with the verb ‘catch’

a. Dr<em>imutr
catch<av>

i
prf

Isaw
pn.pivot

kana
Isaw

babuy.
df.acc boar

‘Isaw caught the boar.’

b. M-u-drimutr
av-u-catch

la
prf

na
df.pivot

babuy.
boar

‘The boar (was) caught.’

(23) Transitive-detransitive alternation with the verb ‘cut’

a. K<em>etket
cut<av>

i
pn.pivot

Senten
Senten

dra
id.acc

kurang.
vegetable

‘Senten cut the vegetable.’

b. M-u-ketket
av-u-cut

la
prf

na
df.pivot

kurang.
vegetable

‘The vegetable has been cut.’

2.1.3 Against a middle analysis for the u-construction

Yet another alternative is to analyze the u-construction as a middle – which, unlike the anticausatives,
is compatible with agentive transitive verbs, as seen in (24a-d).

(24) a. The bureaucreats bribe easily.

b. The floor paints easily.

c. The chickens kill easily.

d. The book translates easily. (Keyser & Roeper 1984:383 (6a-d))

This analysis appears promising given that the u-construction may occasionally denote middle-like
interpretation, as in (25a-b).

(25) Middle semantics compatible with the u-construction

a. Salaw
very

m-u-trima
av-u-buy

idri
this

na
df.pivot

tilrin.
book

‘This book sells well.’

b. Mames
easily

m-u-sebana’
av-u-cheat

idri
this

na
df.pivot

traw.
person

‘This person cheats easily.’ (lit. ‘This person is easy to cheat.’)

However, not all middle-like interpretations can be encoded in a u-construction. Consider (26).

(26) Middle semantics incompatible with the u-construction

a. *Inaba
good

m-u-tililr
av-u-write

idri
this

na
df.pivot

tratruri.
pen

(intended: ‘This pen writes well.’)

b. *Inaba
good

m-u-deru
av-u-cook

idri
this

na
df.pivot

dederuwan.
pan

(intended: ‘This pan cooks well.’)
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Moreover, a major divergence betweenmiddles and the u-construction concerns their compatibi-
lity with episodic interpretation and aspect marking. The u-construction is compatible with a variety
of temporal expressions and aspect markers, as seen in (27) and (28).

(27) a. M-u-sekadr
av.(prf)-detr-finish

la
prf

na
df.pivot

ruma’
house

amariami.
last.year

‘The house was finished (building) last year.’ (perfective)

b. ∅-u-a-sekadr
av.irr-impf-finish

na
df.pivot

ruma’
house

anmariami.
next.year

‘The house will be finished (building) next year.’ (future imperfective)

(28) a. M-u-sabana’
av.(prf)-detr-cheat

la
prf

i
pn.pivot

Akang.
Akang

‘Akang was cheated.’ (perfective)

b. ∅-u-a-sabana’=yu
av.irr-impf-cheat=2pn.pivot

an
when

ma-trima=yu.
stat.be.big=2s.pivot

‘You will be cheated when you grow up.’ (future imperfective)

This is distinct from middle constructions, which are incompatible with temporal expressions (29) or
grammatical aspect marking such as progressive (30) (Keyser & Roeper 1984; Fagen 1988).

(29) a. ?Yesterday, the mayor bribed easily, according to the newspaper.

b. ?At yesterday’s house party, the kitchen wall painted easily. (Keyser & Reoper 1984:384))

(30) a. *Chickens are killing.

b. *Bureaucrats are bribing.

c. *The walls are painting. (Keyser & Roeper 1984:385 (14b))

2.1.4 Against an impersonal analysis for the the u-construction

Finally, the u-construction also does not fit with an impersonal analysis. Impersonals are characterized
by the absence of argument structure alternation, with the logical object remaining in object-marking
(e.g. Mailing 1993, 2010; Mailing & Sigurjonsdottir 2002; Blevins 2003; Legate 2014; MacDonald
2017). This is seen in the Icelandic and Polish examples (31)-(32), where the direct objects remain in
situ and carries accusative marking.

(31) Icelandic

Það
it
expl

var
was

lamið
hit-neu.pn.

stúlkuna
the.girl-f.pn.acc

í
in

klessu.
a.mess

‘The girl was badly beaten.’ (Mailing & Sigurjónsdóttir 2002:104)

(32) Polish

Jana
Jan.acc

obrabowano
robbed.impers

po
while

pijanemu.
drunk

‘They robbed Jan while (they were) drunk.’ (Maling & Sigurjónsdóttir 2012:104)

The u-construction is clearly distinct from this construction given the obligatory promotion of
the undergoer. As seen in (31), the internal argument in the construction must bear pivot-marking. A
theme with accusative-marking results in ungrammaticality, as seen also in (33).

(33) The Puyuma u-construction

M-u-aleb
av-u-close

{na/*kana}
{df.piv/*df.acc}

aleban.
door

‘The door was closed.’
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2.1.5 Intermediate conclusion

To sum up, the u-construction is distinct from all four common types of derived intransitives (pas-
sives, anticausatives, middles, and impersonals). It differs from passives in featuring the complete
elimination of the external argument. It is also distinct from anticausatives for being insensitive to
the lexical semantics of the verb that participates in the operation. It differs from middles in being
compatible with episodic interpretations. It is also distinct from impersonals in requiring the in-
ternal argument to be promoted to subject. I conclude accordingly that this construction involves a
productive detransitivizing process that denotes a crosslingusitically rare type of active-detransitive
alternation.

2.2 u- marks defective Voice

If u- indexes a productive valency-decreasing process that eliminates the external argument, where is
the locus of this morpheme? In this subsection, I show that it is best analyzed as hosted in the same
functional projection responsible for Indo-European-type voice alternation.

Following recent proposals (Kratzer 1994, 1996; Pyllkänen 1999, 2002; Alexiadou et al. 2006;
Harley 2009, 2013; Legate 2014), I assume that the projection of verb phrases contain three layers:
Voice, which is responsible for introducing the external argument and accusative Case assignment;
v, which is responsible for verbalizing the root and encoding event types; V, which introduces and
θ-licenses the internal argument. This tripartite structure is illustrated in (34).

(34) Verb phrase structure with a Voice/v distinction

If the accusative approach to Philippine-type languages is on the right track, an AV affix
is the spell-out of nominative Case agreement, whose presence indicates that the nominative DP
of a clause is the topic of the sentence (Chung 1994, 1998; Richards 2000; Pearson 2001, 2005;
Rackowski & Richards 2005; Chen 2017). This analysis is illustrated in (71a-b), which present the
Case-licensing pattern in a two-place AV construction and am-u-marked detransitive, respectively.

(71) The structure of AV-marked transitives and detransitives under the accusative analysis

a. Two-place AV construction
CP

C[utop] TP

DPea[top] T’

T VoiceP

(DPea) Voice’

Voice{tr} vP

v’ VP

V DPia

av affix

acc

nom

b. AV-marked detransitive (the mu-
construction)

CP

C[utop] TP

DPia[top] T’

T VoiceP

∅ Voice’

Voice[∅] vP

v’ VP

V (DPia)

u-

av affix

nom

This analysis correctly captures the availability of AV-morphology in both transitives and
detransitives/intransitives (see (72)), and provides a straightforward account for both the non-
omitability of AV objects in Philippine-type languages discussed in section 1, as well as the obser-
vation that bi-eventive causatives in these languages possess only one voice affix.

(72) Puyuma
a. M-a-abelr

av-prog-cook
i
sg.pivot

Atrung
Atrung

dra
id.cm1=acc

kulrang. [transitive]
vegetable

‘Atrung is cooking vegetables.’
b. M-u-trekelr

mu-detr-drink
la
prf

na
df.pivot

eraw. [detransitive]
alcohol

‘The alcohol was drunk up.’
c. M-uarak

av-dance
i
sg.pivot

Atrung
Atrung

i
loc

Arasip. [intransitive]
Arasip

‘Atrung danced in Arasip.’

The morphological patterning of Philippine-type Formosan languages lends novel empiri-
cal support to this analysis. According to the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985; Harley 2013), there
is a one-to-one correlation between the linear ordering of verbal grammatical-function-changing
morphology, the syntactic behavior of the arguments of the resulting verb form, and the seman-
tic interpretation of the entire structure. If this principle holds, Philippine-type AV morphology
is predicted to be located farther from a root compared to valency-indicating morphology and
aspect-denoting morphology—if it is indeed A’-agreement hosted at C.

This prediction is indeed borne out. Across Seediq, Thao, and Puyuma, AV morphology con-
sistently surfaces to the left of aspect morphology, suggesting that it is hosted in a functional pro-
jection higher than AspectP. As seen in (73) and (74), in both Seediq and Thao, the AV infix <m>
obligatorily appears to the left of perfective morphology (<n> in Seediq and <in> in Thao).
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∅

This analysis makes a testable prediction. If u- is indeed the spell-out of Voice, it should be
located immediately above v and below any functional projection external to the core verbal projec-
tions, such as Aspect. In the following two subsections, I show that both predictions are borne out by
Puyuma-internal evidence. Our discussion below draws on the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985; Harley
2013), which assumes a direct correspondence between syntax and morphological derivations (36).

(36) The Mirror Principle (Baker 1985:375)
Morphological derivations must directly reflect syntactic derivations (and vice versa).
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2.2.1 u- is hosted above v

Empirical support for u- as hosted above v comes first from its relative order with causative morpho-
logy. Puyuma possesses a causative affix pa- that forms productive causatives. I take this affix to be
the morphological reflex of v

caus
. As seen in the productive causative sentences (35b-c), this causative

affix consistently surfaces to the left of the lexical verb, regardless of the voice type of the clause. 4

(37) a. Me-resis
av-spread.out

a
id.pivot

kipikiping
clothes

i
loc

kiyaedrengan.
bed.

‘The clothes scattered on a/the bed .’

b. ∅-pa-resis=ku
av-cau-spread.out=1s.pivot

dra
id.acc

bira’
leaf

i
loc

dadare.
ground

‘I spread the leaves on the ground.’

c. Ku=pa-resis-aw
1s.nom=cau-spread.out-pv

na
df.pivot

bira’
leaf

i
loc

dadare.
ground

‘I spread the leaves on the ground.’

Assuming the Mirror Principle holds, Voice should be encoded into morphology after V and v. Ac-
cordingly, when the detransitivizer u- and causative morphology pa- co-occur, the order of the two
should be u-pa-verb (i.e. Voice-v-V).

This prediction is borne out by the detransitivized causative examples (38a-b), where u- obli-
gatorily surfaces to the left of causative morphology (i.e. pa-, spell-out of v

caus
) and the lexical verb

(38a-b). Following the Mirror Principle, this suggests that the affix is hosted in a projection above v.
Notice also that Philippine-type AV morphology co-occurs with the affix u- and surfaces to the left of
this detransitivizer. We will return to this in section 3.3.2.

(38) a. M-u-pa-resis
av-u-cau-intersperse

na
df.pivot

raman.
weed

‘The weed was made interspersed.’ (detransitivized causative)

b. M-u-pa-depe’
av-u-cau-inflame

na
df.pivot

tamaku.
cigarette

‘The cigarette was made inflamed.’ (detransitivized causative)

The claim that u- is the reflex of a deficient Voice head also captures the observation in 2.1.1 that
the u-construction is compatible only with adjuncts that introduce a cause(r) and not agent-denoting
PPs (by-phrases) (39). Assuming that by-phrases and cause(r)-denoting PPs are attached to different
levels of verb phrase, VoiceP and vP, respectively, the construction’s asymmetry in compatibility with
these two types of adjunct follows from our claim (35b) that the u-construction contains a deficient
VoiceP with an independent, active vP (35b), which in principle should be compatible with cause(r)-
denoting adjuncts.

(39) a. M-u-sabsab
av-u-wash

na
df.pivot

palridring
car

( dra
(id.obl

udal/*kana
rain/*df.obl

walak).
child)

‘The car was washed ( from the rain/*by the child).’

b. M-u-deru
av-u-cook

na
df.pivot

kuraw
fish

( dra
(id.obl

kadaw/ dra
sun/id.obl

karayag/*kan
foehn/pn.obl

Senten).
Senten)

‘The fish was cooked (from sunshine/from foehn/*by Senten).’

The second argument for u- as hosted above v comes from the affix’s inavailability in restructu-
ring infinitives. Puyuma possesses a class of aspectual and try-type verbs that select nonfinite comple-
ment showing the hallmarks of restructuring infinitive. Example (40a) demonstrates the lack of clause
boundedness effects observed with this type of infinitives including clitic climbing, long-distance

4Actor Voice morphology is morphologically null in the productive causative example (37b) due to a specific phonotactic con-
straint in Puyuma that prevents two adjacent syllables with bilabial onsets (Blust pers. comm.)
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case-licensing, and the absence of the complementizer. As seen below, the internal argument of the
embedded verb obligatorily surfaces in the matrix clause as an enclitic attached to the matrix predi-
cate. Notice also that that the enclitic surfaces in pivot form, consistent with the matrix (and not the
embedded) voice-marking. Finally, the infinitive cannot carry a complementizer, in contrast to finite
CP complements (40b).

(40) Infinitive vs. finite CP complement in Puyuma

a. Tu=talam-ay=*(ku)
3.nom=try-lv[pv]=*(1s.pivot)

[
inf

[
inf

(*dra)
(*c)

pa-uka
cau-go

(*kanku)
(*1s.acc)

i
loc

Balangaw
Taitung

].
]

‘S/he tried to send me (make me been) to Taitung’.

b. Ma-ladram=ku
av-know=1s.pivot

[
cp

[
cp

*(dra)
*(c)

d<em>a-deru
<av>red-cook

i
pn.pivot

Senten
Senten

dra
id.acc

bitrenum
egg

].
]

‘I know that Senten is cooking eggs now.’

Following the standard analysis, I assume the lack of clause boundedness effects in (40a) results
from the absence of a Voice layer in the complement (Wurmbrand 2001 et seq.). This predicts that
reflex of v should be available inside a restructuring infinitive, while reflex of Voice should not. This
prediction is borne out exactly by (41)-(42). While the causative affix pa- (reflex of v) can freely occurs
in the infinitive (41), u- cannot (42). This asymmetry reinforces our claim that u- is the spell-out of
Voice.

(41) T⟨em⟩alam=ku
try⟨av⟩ =1s.pivot

[
inf

[
inf

pa-senay
cau-sing

kan
pn.acc

Senten
Senten

].
]

‘I tried to make Senten sing’.

(42) *T⟨em⟩alam=ku
try⟨av⟩ =1s.pivot

[
inf

[
inf

adri
neg

(m-)u-sebana
(av)-u-cheat

].
]

(intended: ‘I tried not to be cheated.’).

Note that the ungrammaticality of (42) is not due to thematrix verb’s incompatibility with unaccusative-
like semantics, given the grammatical example (43), where the same verb embeds an unaccusative
verb such as dreliya ‘vomit’ and tabaw ‘float’ (43).

(43) T⟨em⟩ala-talam=ku
try⟨av⟩red=1s.pivot

[
inf

[
inf

dr<em>eliya/t<em>abaw
<av>vomit/<av>float

i
loc

ine
sea

].
]

‘I tried multiple times to vomit/float on the sea’.

2.2.2 u- is below grammatical aspect

If u- is indeed the spell-out of Voice, as argued in 2.2.1, there should be evidence that it is located be-
low grammatical aspect (viewpoint), assuming grammatical aspect is encoded outside the core verbal
projections (e.g. Demirdache & Uribe-Etxebarria 1997, 2000, 2004; Cinque 1999). This prediction is
again borne out by Puyuma-internal evidence.

Progressive morphology in Puyuma surfaces as an infix <a> when attached to vowel-initial
stems, as seen in (44a). When attached to consonant-initial bases, it is encoded via Ca-reduplication,
i.e. iteration of the onset of the base following by an epenthesized vowel a (Teng 2008:41), such as the
first syllable sa, da, ka and ga in (44b).

(44)

a. Vowel-initial stems b. Consonant-initial stems
u<a>arak ‘be dancing’ sa-senay ‘be singing’
i<a>natray ‘going to die’ da-deru ‘be cooking’
i<a>edreng ‘be sleeping’ ka-kawang ‘be walking’
i<a>walak ‘being pregnant’ ga-garatr ‘be biting’
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Given this rule, the progressive form of any u-marked detransitive verbs should employ the infix <a>
and not Ca-reduplication if u- is encoded into morphology before progressive aspect, as this vocalic
prefix creates a vocalic-initial stem, u-verb.

As predicted, all u-marked detransitive verbs in Puyuma obligatorily employ the infix <a> in
progressive regardless of whether their lexical verb is consonant-initial or vowel-initial. Consider (45).
This observation reinforces that u- is encoded into morphology before the insertion of progressive
morphology, whereby the verbal complex u+VERB is treated as a vowel-initial stem.5

(45)

a. m-u<a>disdis ‘being torn’
b. m-u<a>lriyus ‘be turning around’
c. m-u<a>deru ‘being roasted/cooked’
d. m-u<a>atel ‘being falling’

Assuming theMirror Principle holds, this indicates that u- is hosted in a projection below grammatical
aspect, in line with our claim that it is the spell-out of Voice.

2.3 Section summary

I have argued in this section that the affix u- realizes a deficient voice head that indexes a crosslingu-
istically rare type of detransitivizing operation. We have also presented independent evidence that it
is hosted hosted higher than v and below Aspect. We conclude accordingly that the two-way alterna-
tion examined in this section instantiate a true case of voice alternation hosted in Voice, similar to the
Indo-European-type active-passive alternation.

3 Philippine-type voice in Puyuma does not mark Voice

I turn now to Philippine-type voice alternation in Puyuma. Recall that this alternation interwines
with the u-marked two-way voice alternation. Consider (46), where the detransitivizer u- occurs with
Philippine-type Actor Voice morphology m-.

(46) a. M-∅-a<a>piyar
av-active-<prog>spread

i
pn.def

Atrung
Atrung

dra
id.acc

bira
leaf

i
loc

dadare.
ground

‘Atrung is spreading leaves on the ground.’ (Philippine-type AV + active)

b. M-u-apiyar
av-detr-spread

na
df.pivot

bira
leaf

i
loc

dadare.
ground

‘The leaves (were) spread on the ground.’ (Philippine-type AV + detransitive)

The same alternation can also occur with Philippine-type Locative Voice or Circumstantial Voice.
Consider the LV sentences (47a-b).

(47) Voice alternation with Philippine-type Locative Voice

a. Tu=∅-atel-ay
3.nom=active-drop-lv

dra
id.acc

ladru
mango

ku-aleban.
1s.pivot.poss-door

‘He threw a mango to my door.’ (Philippine-type LV + active)

b. Tui=u-atel-ay
3.nom=detr-drop-lv

ku-tranguru
1s.pivot.poss-head

kana
(df.nom

ladrui.
mango)i

‘The mango dropped on my head.’ (Philippine-type LV + detransitive)

In contrast, u- cannot occur with Philippine-type PV morphology, as seen in (48). This asymme-
try is expected given that PV constructions feature an object in pivot-marking (see (3) in section 2),
which in principle does not exist in intransitives such as the u-construction.6

5The sequence dr (45b) in Puyuma orthography stands for voiced retroflex plosive (/ d/).
6According to primary fieldwork, ditransitive verbs in Puyuma are incompatible with the detransitivizer u-.
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(48) Tui=u-atel-aw
3.nom=detr-drop-pv

ku-tranguru
1s.pivot.poss-head

(kana
(df.nom

ladru)i.
mango)i

‘It/the mango fell/dropped on my head.’ (*Philippine-type PV + detransitive)

The compatibility of three of the four Philippine-type voices with the u-marked voice alterna-
tion raises an important question: if Philippine-type voice constitutes a set of valency-rearranging
operations hosted within VoiceP, similar to Indo-European-type voice (e.g. the u-marked alternation),
its co-occurrence with the latter is unexpected unless Voice is not the single, specific functional head
responsible for voice alternation (contra Kratzer 1994, 1996; Pyllkn̈en 1999, 2002; Alexiadou et al.
2006; Harley 2009, 2013; Legate 2014). In what follows, we demonstrate that the compatibility of
these two instances of ‘voice alternations’ is in fact not surprising, because Philippine-type voice is
essentially not an instance of voice alternation hosted within VoiceP, and is hosted high in the left
periphery.

3.1 Previous valency-rearranging approaches to Philippine-type voice

At first glimpse, Philippine-type voice alternations (49a-d) index a change in argument structure,
promoting phrases of different thematic roles to subject status indicated by pivot-marking. In this
view, the four voice affixes in (49) are valency-rearranging morphology that allows different types of
internal arguments to be promoted to the phase edge of VoiceP.

(49) Philippine-type voice alternation in Puyuma

a. S⟨em⟩elap
sweep⟨av⟩

na
df.piv

walak
child

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran
road

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Actor Voice)

b. Tu=selap-aw
3.nom=sweep-pv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.piv

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran
road

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Patient Voice)

c. Tu=selap-ay
3.nom=sweep-lv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.piv

dalran
road

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

dra
id.obl

saselap.
broom

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the road with a broom.’ (Locative Voice)

d. Tu=selap-anay
3.nom=sweep-cv

kana
df.nom

walak
child

na
df.piv

saselap
broom

kana
df.acc

ramaraman
rubbish

i
loc

dalran.
road

‘The child swept up the rubbish on the raod with the broom.’ (Circumstantial Voice)

Along the lines of this traditional view, much previous work has placed Philippine-type voice wi-
thin VoiceP, maintaining that it instantiates a set of valency alternations (e.g. Blake 1925; Wolff 1973;
Payne 1982; Mithun 1994; Maclachlan 1996; Chang 1997; Ross 2002; Aldridge 2004, 2012, 2017;
Teng 2008). On one well-adopted account, Philippine-type voice is a product of elaborate transiti-
vity/applicative morphology interacting with an ergative case system. Key assumptions of this analy-
sis is as follows: AV and PV morphology is the spell-out of different flavors of Voice (intransitive vs.
transitive); LV and CV affixes realize two types of high applicative heads that introduce an applied
object as the highest internal argument (Maclachlan 1996; Chang 2013; Aldridge 2004, 2012, 2017).
On this account, the pivot-marked phrase in LV/CV clauses is base-generated higher than the theme,
hence is accessible to object shift to the phase edge of VoiceP. This analysis is summarized below in
(50).

(50) The ergative/valency-rearranging approach to Philippine-type voice

a. Actor Voice affix intransitive Voice
b. Patient Voice affix transitive Voice
c. Locative Voice affix high appl (with null transitive Voice)
d. Circumstantial Voice affix high appl (with null transitive Voice)

(Aldridge 2004 et seq.)
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Similar to the approach in (50), another well-received analysis holds that Philippine-type voice
constitutes case agreement morphology that realizes the case of the DP that agrees with Voice (Rac-
kowski & Richards 2005; see Erlewine & Levin to appear for a similar assumption). In this view,
Philippine-type voice morphology are case inflections thatrealizes the case of the phrase that occu-
pies the VocieP phase edge: nominative (‘AV’), accusative (‘PV’), dative (‘LV’), a type of inherent case
assigned by low applicative head, and oblique (‘CV’), a type of inherent case assigned by high appli-
cative head. This analysis is summarized in (51).7

(51) The case agreement approach to Philippine-type voice

a. Actor Voice affix nom agreement
b. Patient Voice affix acc agreement
c. Locative Voice affix dat agreement (inherent case from low appl)
d. Circumstantial Voice affix obl agreement (inherent case from high appl)

(Rackowski & Richards 2005)

A core ingredient of both approaches is the assumption that LV/CV clauses are applicative con-
structions that contain a pivot-marked applied object licensed in the highest internal argument posi-
tion, whereby this argument is eligible for object shift. This proposal is illustrated in (52).

(52) TP

T VoiceP

DP
ea

Voice’

Voice
{tr}

ApplP

DP
pivot

Appl’

Appl vP

v VP

V DP
ia

lv/cv affix

In what follows, I demonstrate that Puyuma offers novel empirical evidence against this view,
indicating that Philippine-type voice alternation has no direct correlation with valency-rearranging
operations such as applicativization or antipassivisation.

3.2 Philippine-type ‘voice’ is not located within VoiceP

3.2.1 Philippine-type Actor Voice is not the spell-out of intransitive Voice

Under the traditional view, Philippine-type AV and PV morphology are valency-indicating affixes
hosted in Voice, which contrast with each other in transitivity (48a-b): ‘PV’ realizes a transitive Vo-
ice head that assigns ergative case to the external argument; ‘AV’ realizes an intransitive Voice head
incapable for case assignment.8

This approach to AV affix relies crucially on one specific assumption: two-place AV clauses are
syntactically intransitive (e.g. Payne 1982; Mithun 1994; Aldridge 2004, 2012, 2017; a.o.). Accordin-
gly, constructions like (53) are antipassives that possess an intransitive Voice head realized as ‘AV’
morphology; the external argument receives absolutive case from T; the internal argument is non-
structurally case-licensed with oblique case from the verb.

(53) M-∅-ekan
av-antip-eat

na
“df.abs”

walak
child

kana
“df.obl”

bunga.
yam

‘The child ate the yam.’ (bivalent AV clause (putative antipassive))

7Note that the label ‘Voice’ here correlates with v in Rackowski & Richards (2005), as they do not draw a distinction between
Voice (the external argument-introducing head) and v (the verbalizer).

8The current label ‘Voice’ corresponds to v in Aldridge’s series of works (2004, 2008, 2012, 2017), which do not draw a distinction
between Voice and v.
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Issues in this analysis lie in several fundamental aspects. First, if the stand assumption within the
Minimalist Program is correct in assuming Voice as the single, specific head hosting voice alternation,
the fact that the Voice-realizing affix u- co-occurs with AV morphology suggests that latter cannot be
the spell-out of Voice. Second, the antipassive analysis for bivalent AV clauses entails an undesirable
assumption that antipassivization in Puyuma (and similar languages) are morphologically unmarked,
rendering the putative derived intransitive (54a) morphologically undistinguished from monovalent
intransitives (54b-c). To the best of our knowledge, unmarked antipassive is crosslinguistically rare,
if not unknown.

(54) a. M-alrak=ku
av-take=1s.pivot

dra
id.acc

akanan.
food

‘I took the food.’ (Cauquelin 2015:52) (alleged antipassive)
b. M-alap

av-crawl
na
df.pivot

baay
vine

kana
loc.obl

kawi.
tree

‘The vine crawls on the tree.’ (unergative)
c. M<in>atray

av<prf>die
na
df.pivot

maitrang.
old.person

‘The old person died.’ (unaccusative)

Moreover, analyzing two-place AV clauses as an antipassive entails their u-marked counterpart
(e.g. (54)) be analyzed as a detransitivized antipassive. However, to the best of our knowledge, antipas-
sivisation and external-argument detransitivization (i.e. detranzitivization of a derived intransitive)
are crosslinguistically incompatible to co-occur in a single clause.

(55) M-u-ekan
av-u-eat

la
prf

na
df.pivot

bunga.
yam

‘The yam was eaten up.’ (detransitive version of (51))

Finally, the antipassive analysis of AV clauses also faces language-internal challenges. Contra
the characteristics of antipassives (Cooreman 1994; Dixon 1994; Heaton 2017; Polinsky 2017), the
alleged oblique objects in Puyuma can be definite and specific (56a-b), and cannot be omitted without
appropriate context.9

(56) Puyuma narrative ‘The grandmother and the grandson’
a. Aw

and
saygu
can

t<em>ubang
<av>answer

kandri
these.acc

kana
df.acc

telru-a
three-nprs

kiaumalan
question

[...]

‘And he was able to answer those three questions.’ (Teng 2008:292)
b. Karuwa

can
b<en>a’aw
<av>save

kanta-drekal.
1p.poss.acc village

‘(She) was able to save our village.’ (Teng 2008:294)

The affixal morphology observed in unaccusatives reinforces the current claim. As seen in (57),
unaccusatives in Puyuma are commonly marked in Actor Voice. Given that unaccusatives project no
external argument, one has to assume them to either (a) lack the external argument-introducing head,
Voice, or (b) possess a deficient Voice head incapable of licensing the external argument. Assumption
(b) can first be ruled out, since unaccusatives such as (55) dose not carry the affix u- – which realizes
exactly the type of deficient Voice expected here. This points to assumption (a), which predicts voice-
realizing morphology should not be present in such unaccusatives. The presence of AV morphology
in this environment thus reinforces that it is not the spell-out of Voice.

(57) Me-redek
av-arrive

na
df.piv

walak
child

i
loc

takesian.
school

‘The child arrived at the school.’ (unaccusative)

We conclude that Philippine-type AV morphology is not an intransitive affix hosted in Voice.
9For more general critiques of the antipassive approach to Philippine-type Actor Voice, see Foley (1998), Rackowski (2002), Paul
& Travis (2006), and Chen (2017) for details.
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3.2.2 Philippine-type Locative and Circumstantial Voice are not applicative transitives

I turn now to the evidence against the applicative analysis of LV/CV constructions. Recall that this
analysis is a key ingredient for both the ergative analysis and the case agreement approach to Philippine-
type voice (50)-(51). Both rely crucially on the assumption that LV/CV clauses involve argument
structure alternation hosted within VoiceP. Under this analysis, the pivot phrase in LV/CV clauses is
the highest DP below Voice, where the DP is eligible for object shift to the VoiceP phase edge (Al-
dridge 2004, 2008, 2012, et seq.; Rackowski 2002; Rackowski & Richards 2005). On this account,
LV/CV morphology has been analyzed either as the morphological realization of the applicative head
(Aldridge 2004 et seq.) or the spell-out of inherent case assigned by the alleged applicative head.

For this analysis to succeed, the pivot phrase in an LV- or CV-marked clause must be an applied
object that c-commands any other DPs within VoiceP. This binding relation is schematized in (58).

(58) TP

T VoiceP

DP
ea

Voice’

Voice
{tr}

ApplP

DP
pivot

Appl’

Appl vP

v VP

V DP
ia

lv/cv affix

Quantifier-variable tests show that this approach is untenable. As seen in the CV-ditransitive
examples (59a-b), contra the prediction in (58), a non-pivot quantificational recipient can bind into
a pivot theme with the latter interpreted as a bound variable (59a), but not vice versa (59b). Note
that linear ordering does not interfere with the binding relation in (59). Given Puyuma’s word order
flexibility, a quantificational phrase may bind into a phrase that precedes it in linear order, as seen in
(59a).

(59) a. CV-ditransitive: (non-pivot) recipient binds into (pivot) theme
Ku=beray-anay
1s.nom=give-cv

[tu=lribun]
[3.poss.pivot=wages]

[kan
[df.acc

tinataw
3s.poss.mother

kana
lk

kiakarun
laborer

driya].
every]

‘I gave every laborer’s⟨k⟩ mother his/her⟨j, k⟩ wages.’ (distributed reading available)

b. CV-ditransitive: (pivot) theme does not bind (non-pivot) recipient
Ku=beray-anay
1s.nom-give-cv

[kantu=walak]
[3.poss.acc=child]

[tu=lribun
[3.poss.pivot=wages

kana
lk

kiabarun
laborer

driya].
every]

‘I gave his⟨k⟩ child every laborer’s⟨j/*k⟩ wages.’ (distributed reading unavailable)

Crucially, AV- and LV-marked ditransitives display exactly the same binding relations. Consider
(60)-(61), where the recipient binds into the theme, but not vice versa, irregardless of the distribution
of pivot-marking.

(60) a. AV ditransitive: (non-pivot) recipient binds into (non-pivot) theme
∅-beray=ku
av-give=1s.pivot

[kantu-lribun]
[3.poss.acc-wages]

[kan
[pn.acc

tinataw
3s.poss.mother

kana
lk

kiakarun
laborer

driya].
every]

I gave every laborer’s<i> mother his<i/*j wages.’

b. AV ditransitive: (non-pivot) theme does not bind (non-pivot) recipient
∅-beray=ku
av-give=1s.pivot

[kantu-walak]
[3.poss.acc-child]

[kantu-lribun
[3.poss.acc-wages

kana
lk

kiakarun
laborer

driya].
every]

‘I gave his<i> child every laborer’s<j/*i> wages.’
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(61) a. LV ditransitive: (pivot) recipient binds into (non-pivot) theme
Ku=beray-ay
1s.nom=give-lv

[kantu-lribun]
[3.poss.acc-wages]

[i
[pn.pivot

tinataw
3s.poss.mother

kana
lk

kiakarun
laborer

driya].
every]

‘I have his<i> child every laborer’s<j/*i> wages.’
b. LV ditransitive: (non-pivot) theme does not bind (pivot) recipient

Ku=beray-ay
1s.nom=give-lv

[tu-walak]
[3.poss.pivot-child]

[kantu-lribun
[3.poss.acc-wages

kana
lk

kiakarun
laborer

driya].
every]

‘I gave his<i> child every laborer’s<j/*i> wages.’

The observations above indicate that the recipient asymmetrically c-commands the theme in Puy-
uma ditransitives, schematized in (62), regardless of which phrase carries pivot-marking. This contra-
dicts the applied object account of the pivot phrase, which incorrectly predicts (i) the pivot-marked
theme to asymmetrically bind the non-pivot recipient (contra (59)), and (ii) rearrangement in bin-
ding relation between the recipient and the theme between LV and CV clauses (contra the invariable
binding relations seen in (59) and (61)).

(62) TP

T VoiceP

DP
ea

Voice’

Voice ApplP

DPRecipient Appl’

Appl vP

v VP

V DPpivot

Given the observations above, I conclude that the traditional valency-rearranging approach to
Philippine-type voice is inconsistent with Puyuma-internal facts.

3.3 Philippine-type voice is hosted above Aspect

If Philippine-type voice does not mark voice/valency alternations such as antipassivization of ap-
plicativization, where is the locus of this four-way alternation? I turn now to evidence for its being
located high in the left periphery.

3.3.1 Voice markers are higher than grammatical aspect

Recall that in 2.2.2, I have seen that u- is hosted in a position below grammatical aspect. This claim
draws on the affix’s insertion before that of progressive infixation <a>, as seen in (63).

(63)

a. m-u<a>disdis ‘being torn’
b. m-u<a>lriyus ‘be turning around’
c. m-u<a>deru ‘being roast/cooked’
d. m-u<a>atel ‘being falling’

Consider now the relative order between progressive morphology and Philippine-type AV mor-
phology. As seen in (64), the latter (infixation of <em>) is obligatorily inserted into the reduplicated
syllable (64b), and not the verb stem.

(64)

a. AV default b. AV progressive

d<em>eru ‘to cook’ d<em>a-deru ‘to be cooking’
g<em>isgis ‘to shave with a razor’ g<em>a-gisgis ‘to be shaving with a razor’
k<em>aratr ’to bite’ k<em>a-karatr ‘to be biting’
s<em>absab ‘to wash’ s<em>a-sabsab ‘to be washing’
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Recall that progressive aspect in Puyuma is encoded through Ca-reduplication in pre-consonantal
environments. Now, the fact that AV morphology obligatorily inserted into progressive morphology
suggests that Actor Voice is encoded into morphology after that of Aspect, indicating that it is hosted
in a projection higher than grammatical aspect. This implication follows from our observation earlier
that AV morphology surfaces to the left of the reflex of Voice (u-) and v (pa-), as seen in (65).10

(65) M-u-pa-dunun
av-detr-cau-reconcile

tu-pinidrayaran.
3.pivot.poss-argument

‘Their argument has been reconciled.’

3.3.2 Philippine-type voice morphology inflects for Mood

The current claim that Philippine-type ‘voice’ is hosted above Aspect is reinforced by its interaction
with mood morphology. Like other morphologically conservative Austronesian languages, Puyuma’s
voice morphology bundles with mood inflections. Consider the complete voice paradigm in Table 2.

(66) Table 2: Mood inflections in Puyuma’s voice paradigm
a. AV b. PV c. LV d. CV

realis M-
√ √

-aw
√
-ay

√
-anay (e.g. (1a-d))

irrealis ∅-Ca-
√

Ca-
√
-i Ca-

√
-i Ca-

√
-an

imperative ∅-
√ √

-u
√
-i

√
-an

negative M/K-
√ √

-i
√
-i

√
-an

As seen above, AV morphology surfaces as a prefixm- in realis but is null in irrealis (66a), exem-
plified with the examples in (67). Note, on the other hand, that the detransitivizer u- does not inflect
for mood and remains presented throughout, in line with our claim that the affix is hosted low within
VoiceP.

(67) Mood inflections in Puyuma AV morphology

a. M-u-sanga’
av.(prf)-detr-make

la
prf

na
df.pivot

padrekan.
basket

‘The basket has been (finished) made.’ (AV realis)

b. ∅-u-a-sanga’
av.irr-impf-make

na
df.pivot

padrekan
basket

andaman.
tomorrow

‘The basket will be finished made tomorrow.’ (AV irrealis)

LV and CV morphology in Puyuma also inflects for mood (64c-d), exemplified in (68)-(69).

(68) a. Ku=beray-ay
1s.nom=give-cv.ind

kana
df.acc

pangudral
pineapple

i
pn.pivot

Sawagu.
Sawagu

‘I gave Sawagu the pineapple.’ (LV realis)

b. Beray-i
give-lv.imp

kana
df.acc

pangudral
pineapple

i
pn.pivot

Sagagu!
Sawagu

‘Give the pineapple to Sawagu!’ (LV imperative)

(69) a. Ku=beray-anay
1s.nom=give-cv.ind

na
df.pivot

pangudral
pineapple

kan
pn.acc

Sawagu.
Sawagu

‘I gave Sawagu the pineapple.’ (CV realis)

b. Beray-an
give-cv.imp

na
df.pivot

pangudral
pineapple

kan
pn.acc

Sagagu!
Sawagu

‘Give the pineapple to Sawagu!’ (CV imperative)

10The same type of diagnostics cannot apply to PV, LV, and CV morphology, as these affixes all surface as a suffix and hence
do not interact with progressive morphology. I assume that these affixes have a similar nature to AV morphology. See further
evidence for this view in the next subsection.
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Given that Mood is standardly analyzed as belonging to the C domain (e.g. Rivero & Terzi 1995;
Han 2001; Noonan 2007; a.o.), the fact that Philippine-type voice inflects for mood suggests that
Philippine-type ‘voice’ morphology is located in the left periphery and has no direct correlation with
valency-rearranging operations.

To conclude, Philippine-type voice is fundamentally different from true cases of voice alternation
hosted within VoiceP. Its compatibility with the u-marked voice alternation in Puyuma follows from
this analysis.

4 Implications

In this section, I discuss how the current observations from Puyuma cast new light both on the under-
standing of the Philippine-type ‘voice’ system (4.1) as well as on a number of theoretical assumptions
of verb phrase structure put forward in recent work (4.2).

4.1 Contributions to the understanding of Philippine-type ‘voice’

The conclusion from section 3 that Philippine-type voice is hosted high in the left periphery has im-
portant broader implication for a central debate in Austronesian syntax concerning the case alignment
of Philippine-type languages.

Much previous work has noted that a major difference between Indo-European-type voice and
Philippine-type ‘voice’ lies in the absence of external argument demotion in the latter (e.g. Van Valin
1984; Foley 1998; Ross 2002; Himmelmann 2004, inter alia). This fact, given the standard assump-
tion within the Minimalist Program that Voice is the functional head responsible for the presence
or absence of the external argument, infers that Philippine-type ‘voice’ alternation is not hosted in
Voice – as Philippine-type ‘voice’ alternations have no effects on the presence or absence of the exter-
nal argument. Its compatibility with true case of voice alternation in Puyuma lends novel empirical
support to this inference, reinforcing the old insight that Philippine-type voice differs from passi-
ves in significant ways. Future investigation into valency-related phenomena in other understudied
Philippine-type languages would shed more light on the current claim.

A remaining question of the current analysis is the nature of Philippine-type ‘voice’ morphology,
which has been shown in section 3 as encoded in the left periphery. Contra the ergative analysis of
Philippine-type languages, which places Philippine-type voice within VoiceP (48), a family of accu-
sative approaches has argued instead that the four-way voice morphology instantiates topic agreement
or topic extraction morphology that realizes an Agree relation between an Ā probe ([utop]) and its goal
(Pearson 2001, 2005; Chen 2017, 2021; see also Chung 1994 for a similar Ā analysis for Chamorro
and Foley & Van Valin 1984, Shibatani 1998, and Richards 2000 for a similar assumption). Setting
aside differences in details, a consensus among these works is that Philippine-type voice indexes the
selection of the topic, which is indicated by a specific marker, the pivot.

This approach is supported by Puyuma-internal evidence. Voice morphology shows a tight cor-
relation with the distribution of the topic. Taking Actor Voice for an example, a consensus among the
proposals summarized above is that AV morphology correlates with a nominative subject that agrees
with an Ā probe ([utop] or [uRel/wh]). In question-answer sequences that contain a clear discourse
topic, AV morphology is obligatorily used when the discourse topic (e.g. Atrung in (70)) constitutes
the subject of the answer sentence, as in (70b). An answer not constructed with AV morphology is
considered unnatural and improper, as in (70c).

(70) a. Q: Discourse topic: Atrung
Makakuda
av.what.happen

i
pn.pivot

Atrung
Atrung

uninan?
today

‘What did Atrung do today?’

b. A1: The discourse topic (subject) is pivot-marked with AV morphology
D⟨em⟩ eru
⟨av⟩cook

(pro)
(3sg.pivot)

dra
id.acc

abay.
rice.ball
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‘She cooked rice balls’.

c. A2: Answering with a non-AV clause with the topic not pivot-marked

*Tu=deru-aw
3.nom=cook-pv

na
df.piv

abay.
rice.ball

(intended: ‘She cooked rice balls).’

This observation supports the claim that AV morphology marks topic agreement between [utop] and
the subject. Crucially, it is consistent with our previous conclusion that Philippine-type ‘voice’ is
located above Aspect.

Puyuma also presents empirical evidence for Philippine-type ‘voice’ affixes as agreement mor-
phology and not the spell-out of an individual functional head. Consider (71)-(72), which demon-
strate ‘voice’ morphology in Puyuma obligatorily cliticizes to the highest predicate of a clause even
when that predicate is an adverb. This phenomenon follows consistently from the current propo-
sal that it constitutes topic agreement, and casts further doubt on the claim that LV/CV affixes are
applicative markers.

(71) a. Ku=beray-ay
1s.nom=give-lv

na
df.pivot

walak
child

kana
df.acc

aputr.
flower

‘I gave the child the flowers.’ (LV morphology on the lexical verb)

b. Ku=trakatrakaw-ay
1s.nom=secretly-lv

beray
give.default

na
df.pivot

walak
child

kana
df.acc

aputr.
flower

‘I secretly gave the child the flowers.’ (LV morphology cliticized onto an adverb)

(72) a. Ku=beray-anay
1s.nom-give-cv

kana
df.acc

walak
child

na
df.pivot

aputr.
flower

‘I gave the child the flowers.’ (CV morphology on the lexical verb)

b. Ku=trakatrakaw-anay
1s.nom=secretly-cv

beray
give.default

kana
df.acc

walak
child

na
df.pivot

aputr.
flower

‘I secretly gave the child the flowers.’ (CV morphology cliticized onto an adverb)

The new insights from Puyuma that Philippine-type ‘voice’ behave like agreement morphology
associated with topichood thus reinforces existing Ā agreement approach to Philippine-type ‘voice’,
and call for a reconsideration of previous ergative approaches to languages with a similar ‘voice’
system. See Chung (1994), Pearson (2005), and Chen (2017) for specific accounts for the nature of the
four-way distinction in the topic agreement.

4.2 Contributions to the understanding of verb phrase structure

The current observations from Puyuma also enrich the current understanding of verb phrase struc-
ture. The co-occurrence of the detransitivizer Voice and causative morphology (2.2.1) in this language
offers independent evidence that the functional project responsible for the licensing of the external
argument (Voice) is independent from, and higher than, v, the functional head responsible for enco-
ding event types. The availability of the Voice-indicating affix u- in derived intransitive constructions
also lends support to existing claims drawing on evidence from typologically distinct languages that
constructions without an external argumentmay still possess a Voice layer (Harley 2013; Legate 2014).

Finally, the u-construction’s incompatibility with by-phrases, in contrast to passives, also enri-
ches our understanding of the variation in the flavor of Voice. It indicates that deficient Voice contains
at least two subtypes: one present in passives, where the initiator θ-role is existentially bound and
may be present as a by-phrase (Legate 2014:42), and the other that is incapable of introducing the
initiator role and features the entire absence of the initiator, as observed in the u-construction. Future
investigation of similar constructions in other Austronesian languages would shed more light on how
(un)common the latter type is across Philippine-type languages.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, I have examined the interaction of two types of voice alternations in the Austronesian
language Puyuma, where an Indo-European-style two-way alternation unexpectedly co-occurs and
interwines with Philippine-type voice. I demonstrated that the compatibility of these two systems
follows from Puyuma-internal evidence that only the latter (Indo-European-type vocie) constitutes a
true case of voice alternation, where the detransitivizer u- realizes a defective Voice head indexing the
absence of the external argument. In contrast, Philippine-type ‘voice’ in Puyuma is hosted in the left
periphery, and has no direct correlation with valency-rearranging operations, hence its compatibility
with true cases of voice alternation.

The current observation from Puyuma offers novel empirical evidence for VoiceP (the highest
layer of the core verbal projections) as responsible for the presence and absence of the external ar-
gument and being the locus of voice alternation. It also reinforces previous claims for Chamorro,
Malagasy, and Tagalog that Philippine-type ‘voice’ constitutes Ā agreement morphology hosted in the
C domain (Chung 1994; Pearson 2005; Chen 2017). This conclusion posits a direct challenge to the
ergative approach to Puyuma and similar languages that hinges on an opposite assumption, and indi-
cates that the term Philippine-type ‘voice’ is best viewed as a pre-theoretical label. The observations
from Puyuma thus reinforce the importance of approaching conventional labels and umbrella terms
with caution. It also highlights the importance of thorough examination of understudied languages
to the refinement of syntactic typology.
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